
 

 

 

Private Scrubbing Centers: 
Establishing Efficient, Effective,  

and Flexible DDoS Defense  

 

Executive Summary 

In response to the growing and increasingly sophisticated threat of dedicated 
denial of service (DDoS) attacks, network operators are refining and redefining 
their DDoS defense strategies, weighing a variety of in-line and off-ramp 
mitigation options. Hosting providers and large enterprises, in particular, seek 
more protective, efficient, and scalable mitigation solutions that are also flexible 
enough to support mixed-use applications. 

This paper examines the use of private scrubbing centers for advanced, high-
capacity DDoS protection. Specifically it evaluates the benefits of fully 
integrated DDoS defense systems over separate detection and mitigation 
tools for off-ramp configurations. When based on an integrated DDoS 
detection and mitigation system and when leveraging innovative sampling 
techniques, a private scrubbing center not only provides easily scalable, real-
time or near-real-time protection of network resources and subscribers; it also 
supports the differentiated DDoS mitigation services that can translate into 
additional revenue opportunities for hosting providers. 
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Introduction: Keeping Pace with DDoS Threats  

The reports from analysts, network operators, and mitigation providers all tell a 
similar story. DDoS attacks continue to grow in frequency, severity, and 
sophistication, routinely compromising networks, web sites, and data centers 
across virtually all industries and threatening any organization that relies on an 
online presence or online operations. While a majority of DDoS attacks peak at 
less than 10 Gbps, service providers, hosting providers, and enterprises must 
now also guard against a rising number of large-scale, volumetric attacks that 
can reach 100 Gbps or more. At the same time, “low-and-slow” application-layer 
attacks and sophisticated multi-vector attacks frequently exhaust, or altogether 
evade, existing network defenses.  

In the face of these challenges, hosting companies and large enterprises, in 
particular, look to sharpen their DDoS defense strategies. The top functional 
priority is protecting network assets from attacks that may target an individual 
subscriber but have wide-reaching ripple effects. A DDoS attack on a single 
customer site, after all, can clog a hosting company’s resources, blocking 
access to hundreds of other customers’ sites. So shoring up defenses is 
paramount. But beyond the need for more effective defense against attacks, 
demand is also growing for more flexible DDoS protection that can enable 
hosting providers and enterprises to differentiate DDoS service levels 
depending on up-time sensitivity. Certain enterprise resources require always-
on protection; meanwhile, certain hosting customers would pay a premium for 
it. But for other resources or websites, “just-in-time” protection, which is more 
reactive and carries more risk, will suffice. Still other customers prefer on-
demand protection, potentially enabling more stringent protection during peak 
periods (e.g., holiday shopping times) and lesser protection the remainder of 
the year. Having the flexibility to easily distinguish DDoS protection levels opens 
the door for value-added service offerings and facilitates more efficient DDoS 
resource utilization.  

This white paper outlines an innovative approach to satisfying the growing need 
for effective, efficient, and flexible DDoS protection. 

Establishing a DDoS Defense Strategy 

Ultimately, an organization’s risk profile, specific network security objectives, 
and budget will dictate the most suitable DDoS desployment model for its 
needs. For many service providers and enterprises, however, leveraging an off-
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ramp, private scrubbing center proves the most cost-effective, protective, and 
flexible approach.  

Off-ramp vs. In-line Protection 
With an in-line DDoS configuration model, the DDoS appliance is deployed at 
the ingress to the protected network. All traffic traveling from the Internet 
passes through the DDoS device for attack detection and mitigation prior to 
entering the network. Such an approach allows for continual monitoring of 
traffic from the Internet and enables the most immediate mitigation times. This 
type of in-line solution, particularly when based on an integrated detection and 
mitigation device, is ideal for customers who need always-on protection for a 
finite set of interfaces. 

While an integrated in-line solution affords the most rapid DDoS mitigation 
times, it is not ideal for all networks and all needs. In-line mitigation solutions 
are, after all, limited by the bandwidth of the physical interfaces that connect to 
them. Adding significant capacity often means adding additional devices, so the 
deployment model – while offering highly effective protection – can be costly for 
network operators that need to scale rapidly and steadily. In-line solutions also 
run into resource utilization issues. Even DDoS appliances that enable selective 
monitoring (i.e., always-on detection for only certain traffic, thereby lessening 
the DDoS detection load) are no exception, as unmonitored traffic ties up 
physical bandwidth while surplus DDoS mitigation capacity remains untapped. 

It is largely these cost-effective scalability and resource utilization drivers that 
steer hosting providers and large enterprises to centralized, off-ramp solutions. 
An off-ramp solution centralizes DDoS resources in a separate scrubbing 
center, or data cleansing facility. When customers are under attack, all of their 
traffic is rerouted to the scrubbing center for filtering, and legitimate traffic is 
returned to the network. Because they are centralized, scrubbing centers allow 
for more efficient and cost-effective use of DDoS resources, enabling greater 
monitoring capacity, greater mitigation capacity, and greater DDoS bandwidth 
to be shared by all subscribers. Off-ramp solutions also more easily support the 
introduction of DDoS protection as a service, a benefit that will be discussed in 
greater detail later in this paper.  

Network operators looking to employ an off-ramp DDoS solution have the option 
of establishing a private scrubbing center or utilizing a cloud-based mitigation 
service, operated by a mitigation provider and often offering greater capacity. 
Because cloud-based mitigation services can often introduce latency that’s 
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unacceptable for certain customers and uses (e.g., online gaming), a growing 
number of hosting providers and larger enterprises are opting to develop private 
scrubbing centers. Several questions remain, however, about the best approach 
to private scrubbing centers. For example, what is the most accurate means of 
detecting attacks for mitigation in a private scrubbing center? And what 
deployment model is most efficient and effective for such private, off-ramp 
solutions?  

Integrated vs. Discrete DDoS Appliances 
The most common deployment model for a private scrubbing center utilizes 
detection appliances dispersed throughout the network and separate mitigation 
resources in the off-ramp scrubbing center. The detection appliance relies on 
analysis of metadata from routers (i.e., NetFlow data) to monitor infrastructure 
availability, provide network intelligence, and detect changes in traffic patterns 
that may indicate an attack. Upon detection of a suspected attack, the tool 
coordinates the off-loading of traffic to the scrubbing center, where the 
separate mitigation device weeds out attack traffic and returns legitimate flows 
to the network.  

There are considerable drawbacks to this common, separate-appliance 
approach. The first is a significant degree of imprecision, frequently resulting in 
false positives and false negatives. Changes in traffic patterns deemed 
suspicious by such a detection mechanism could be nothing more than a flood 
of legitimate users responding to the release of the latest “must-have” content 
(e.g., new song, game, viral video, etc.). Meanwhile, low-rate and Layer 7 
attacks often go undetected by such metadata-focused appliances.  

Another concern when relying on separate detection and mitigation systems is 
their potentially lengthy time-to-mitigation. Relying on NetFlow analytics for 
attack detection introduces its own delays, requiring up to a cumulative 15 
minutes for the collection of traffic flow data and generation of NetFlow records 
on routers and for the receipt and analysis of these metadata by the detection 
appliance. Dependence on separate detection and mitigation engines – running 
distinct sets of algorithms – adds further delay, as the detection process in one 
tool in no way “primes the pump” for mitigation in the other. Deploying, 
operating, maintaining, and scaling separate systems also introduces additional 
equipment and operational costs and complexities.  

Recognizing the need for an alternative to these inefficiencies, excessive costs, 
and complexities, RioRey has developed an innovative approach to the private 
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scrubbing center, one that realizes the resource optimization and flexibility of 
an off-ramp solution along with the rapid response of an in-line deployment.  

RioRey Private Scrubbing Center Solution 

Overview 
RioRey’s private scrubbing center solution relies on RioRey’s fully integrated 
DDoS monitoring, detection, mitigation, and reporting system deployed in an 
off-ramp scrubbing facility. Within the RioRey deployment model, network 
operators configure the network to redirect a designated (configurable) 
percentage of traffic destined for all or select subscribers through the scrubbing 
center for monitoring. When an attack is detected, all remaining traffic to the 
targeted IP address(es) is rerouted to the scrubbing center for filtering, and 
legitimate traffic is returned to the network.  

The RioRey sampling approach provides a real-time, reliable mechanism for 
detection of DDoS attacks. Based on this sampling approach, service providers 
also have the flexibility to offer differentiated DDoS protection services, while 
delivering the immediate mitigation capabilities of an in-line solution, even for 
the most sophisticated application layer attacks. Potential protection levels, 
which can translate into value-added services, include: 

• Always-on Protection: 24x7 protection for any specified subscriber or 
enterprise resource. All traffic is routed through the scrubbing center, 
providing full-time, “virtual in-line” protection. 

• Just- in-Time Protection: A dynamic protection model in which a 
configurable percentage of a “Just-in-Time” subscriber’s traffic is routed 
through the scrubbing center for monitoring, enabling DDoS mitigation at the 
moment an attack occurs, in real-time or near real-time. Sampling rates are 
configurable and are typically determined based on an evaluation of traffic 
types. 

• On-Demand Protection: Service option that provides the flexibility to adjust 
DDoS protection upon request. E-commerce sites, for example, may require 
24x7 protection during peak on-line shopping periods but “just-in-time” 
protection otherwise.  

Depending on subscriber and network provider requirements, still other 
subscriber traffic may remain unmonitored and pass through the network 
directly, bypassing the scrubbing center altogether.  
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Sample Implementation 
Figure 1 below presents a high-level view of the RioRey solution, with RioRey 
RS30s deployed in the private scrubbing center and select traffic flows 
configured for sampling. In this deployment, border routers have been 
configured to forward a static portion of ingress flows (to set subscribers or 
other interested parties) to the private scrubbing center. (The remaining traffic 
is forwarded based on global routing tables.) RioRey devices in the scrubbing 
center inspect entire flows, running a full set of DDoS detection algorithms. If 
the system detects an attack from the sampled flows, it reports victim and 
attacker information. An iGBP announcement triggers the redirection of all 
attack flows to the scrubbing center, where attack traffic is filtered based on 
RioRey’s detection and mitigation algorithms, and legitimate traffic is returned 
to the network and continues to its destination. Once an attack has been 
mitigated, the related redirection announcement is cancelled, and regular 
forwarding (and sampling) resumes. 

Figure 1:  RioRey-based Private Scrubbing Center 
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The RioRey private scrubbing center solution has the flexibility to support a 
variety of sampling methods. The scenario above depicts sampling based on 
policy-based forwarding, which is the most likely approach. Policies are 
configured on each border router and applied on the proper IP interfaces. This 
forces matched flows to the interfaces destined for the scrubbing center. The 
RioRey appliances then monitor traffic flows from always-on subscribers (i.e., 
for those with a virtual in-line configuration), specified flows for on-demand 
subscribers, and regularly sampled flows for dynamic, “just-in-time” 
subscribers. (Note: Sampling percentage can vary from 1 out of 64 through 1 
out of 8192, and should be based on an evaluation of traffic types.)  

An Integrated DDoS Foundation 
The RioRey private scrubbing center solution leverages RioRey’s integrated and 
dedicated DDoS defense system, an analytics-driven, multi-layer detection and 
mitigation appliance designed to address automatically the full spectrum of 
DDoS threats, from massive floods to Layer 7 “surgical” attacks. RioRey’s 
imbedded DDoS intelligence, integrated design, and software-defined mitigation 
enable public and private network operators to realize the resource 
optimization benefits of a private scrubbing center while avoiding the mitigation-
time delays, complexities, and inefficiencies associated with separate detection 
and mitigation devices.  

DDoS Defense Intelligence and Analytics:  
Unlike systems that rely on traffic base-lining and metadata as the basis for 
DDoS detection, the RioRey appliance utilizes a rich set of detection and 
mitigation algorithms based on RioRey’s comprehensive taxonomy of known 
DDoS attack classes. In this way the RioRey device can immediately and 
systematically analyze monitored traffic flows against known attack techniques 
and traffic behaviors for given protocols, filtering attack traffic with precision 
and returning legitimate traffic to the network. (RioRey’s Taxomony of DDoS 
Attacks can be found on our website at http://www.riorey.com/types-of-ddos-
attacks/.)  

Integrated Detection and Mitigation:  
Where most private scrubbing center deployments rely on separate sets of 
detection and mitigation algorithms running on separate devices, the RioRey 
private scrubbing center employs an integrated, full-function DDoS defense 
system with a common set of algorithms for detection and mitigation. A 
continual exchange of intelligence between the detection and mitigation 
processes informs both, making the system highly sensitive to persistent and 
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advanced application-layer attacks and enabling real-time or near-real-time 
mitigation for all attacks. The result is response times from 0 seconds to 2 
minutes, compared with reported mitigation times of 15-20 minutes for 
solutions based on discrete detection and mitigation appliances. 

Figure 2: Integrated RIOS Detection, Mit igation, & Report ing Architecture 

 

Software-Defined, Centrally Managed:  
RioRey’s DDoS defense appliances are based on a software-defined mitigation 
(SDM) architecture, which means each RioRey platform shares common 
software and delivers the same full-spectrum DDoS protection regardless of 
device model or defense configuration. This software-defined mitigation 
approach facilitates scalability, portability, and rapid adjustments as network 
and subscriber needs evolve. Because its defenses are software-defined, the 
RioRey platform also adapts quickly to emerging DDoS threats. 

RioRey rWeb  provides unified, multi-tenant management and reporting across 
all RioRey appliances, both physical and virtual. Through rWeb, system 
administrators can establish distinct customers and zones for both mitigation 
control and reporting. rWeb’s granular reporting capabilities offer visibility at 
the network, customer, and zone level, providing real-time and historic traffic 
data and statistics to support DDoS attack analysis as well as billing and 
detailed customer reporting. A robust API rWeb’s extends the system’s 
functionality and visibility to third-party applications. 
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Conclusion 

The RioRey private scrubbing center solution introduced in this paper provides a 
highly-effective, scalable, cost-effective alternative to cloud-based and other off-
ramp DDoS mitigation deployment models. Leveraging RioRey’s integrated 
DDoS defense appliances and innovative sampling methods, enterprise and 
service provider networks can realize the resource optimization efficiencies of 
an off-ramp configuration with the real-time mitigation advantages of an in-line 
solution. RioRey scrubbing center model also gives hosting providers and 
private enterprise the flexibility to differentiate protection levels, preserving 
DDoS mitigation resources, for example, only for subscribers of value-added 
services or for traffic to enterprise resources deemed a protection priority.  

 

 

About RioRey 

Since its founding in 2006, RioRey has focused on developing dedicated, high-
performance DDoS defense systems for networks and data centers of all sizes. 
RioRey’s analytics-driven solutions provide automated DDoS detection and 
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